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Abstract

The project LicenseScript develops and demonstrates an in-
tegrated framework for analysis and design of secure informa-
tion delivery systems. The contributions of this project are
the demonstration of new analysis and design methods in at
least two of the following concrete application areas: (1) Dig-
ital Rights Management (DRM), (2) wireless sensor networks
(WSNs), (3) privacy protection.

In this paper, we introduce the motivation, concepts and
theory of LicenseScript. More importantly we speculate and
discuss the practical applicability of LicenseScript in the par-
ticular areas of DRM and WSNs. In fact, LicenseScript is
borne out of our initially disjoint research efforts in DRM and
WSNs. It is exciting that at the convergence point of the secu-
rity requirements of DRM and WSNs, we found our solution:
LicenseScript. In other words, LicenseScript is borne out of
real needs, rather than an academic whim that seek a unified
framework.

This paper is organized as follows. After the introduction in
Section 1, we sketch the technical approach of LicenseScript
in Section 2. Section 3 contains our discussion of the ap-
plicability of LicenseScript. Section 4 finishes off with our
conclusion.

1 Introduction

Problems with establishing and enforcement of conditions of
use on information are rife. For example the conditions of use
might be internally inconsistent; they might be ambiguous, or
simply incapable of expressing what an information provider
wants. The conditions of use can also be deliberately misin-
terpreted or simply ignored, thus necessitating policing and
necessarily the gathering of legal evidence. For conditions of
use to be usable security tools, all these issues need to be ad-
dressed, which is precisely what the present project aspires
to.

1.1 Introduction to Licensing

Most information, such as books, music, video, but also per-
sonal data and sensor readings, is intended for specific use. We
believe that the conditions of use can always be governed by a
license. Therefore, we propose to design a generic framework
in which licenses can be modelled, and where new licenses can
be created or calculated from existing licenses according to
precisely defined rules. Within the framework, the conditions
of use can either be checked when the information is used (on-
line), or the conditions of use can be checked before or after
use (off-line). A license governing some information typically
describes two aspects: (1) what operations are valid on that
information, and (2) under what circumstances operations are
valid. Circumstances would include place, time, activity etc.

We intend to capture both aspects (operations and circum-
stances) by the notion of constraints. Some constraints may
be applied statically, thus reducing to types, whereas other
constraints must be checked dynamically. Summarising: a
license is data, an operation is a function on licenses and a
domain is a constraint/type.

Operationally, a LicenseScript describes the roles of three
types of actors: the information providers (e.g. content
providers, or a person filling in a web form with personal
data), the information consumers (e.g. consumers, or office
workers) and the information monitors (e.g. intrusion detec-
tion, policing). Actors for each of the three different roles
have limited trust in eachother, but we do not make a priori
assumptions about who is trusted least (or most). However,
typically the information consumers are trusted least and the
information monitors would be trusted most.

Methodologically, a LicenseScript framework will consist of
a number of components. The first component is the Licens-
eScript language, which will be used to describe at a high level
of abstraction precisely what the intentions of the information
providers are, what the potential actions of the information
consumers are, and what measures can be taken by a monitor-
ing system. The second component consists of a verification
system (built on top of state-of-the-art verification technol-
ogy) that will enable system designers to study the ramifica-
tions of their designs with regard to the policies, licenses, user
actions and monitoring activity. In a typical verification step,
potential user activity is verified against specifications of se-
curity objectives. The third component is a set of guidelines
and examples showing how concrete designs can be developed,
implemented and verified.

1.2 Objectives

The aim of the project is to contribute to a system level ap-
proach towards building secure information licensing systems.
To achieve our aim we have identified the following concrete
objectives:

1. To develop the LicenseScript language, tools and the the-
oretical underpinning that can be used to formalise the
processes of licensing information in the broadest sense
of the word.

2. To develop demonstrators for information providers us-
ing the language and tools, as well as off-the-shelf com-
ponents for the realisation of the demonstrators.

3. To develop demonstrators for information monitors, again
using the language and tools, and off-the-shelf compo-
nents.



1.3 State of the Art

There are two technical approaches (discussed below) to pro-
tecting intellectual property in the digital world. These ap-
proaches are complementary and one of the ideas of this paper
is to exploit that complementarity.
Secure Perimeter Schemes The first approach is to pre-
vent the content from escaping the control of the Rights
Holder. The most common technology is DRM, which pack-
ages the content with the rights pertaining to that content into
some form of protecting digital envelope. The main problem
with DRM is that at some stage the content will have to ap-
pear in clear text form so that the Consumer can hear, see
and/or interact with the content. At this point the protection
offered by DRM is weak on PCs but potentially stronger on
Consumer electronics appliances. The reason for this weak-
ness is that PCs are open and programmable, whereas Con-
sumer electronics appliances are more tamper-resistant than
PCs and therefore somewhat more difficult to coax into re-
vealing content against the wishes of the Rights Holder. One
should therefore expect that sooner or later the protection
offered by DRM would be broken.
Traitor Tracing This is when the second class of technolo-
gies comes into the picture, i.e. the technologies that link
the Rights Holder, the Distributor of the content, and/or the
Consumer to the content itself. If such a link can be estab-
lished, it will be possible to trace content that has ended up in
the wrong hands. This is the area of traitor tracing [7]. The
fact that such a link exists would hopefully act as a deter-
rent to copyright Infringers. Digital water marking and finger
printing are sample technologies used for this linking purpose,
but string searching might also be effective for some types of
content.

LicenseScript tries to embrace the two subject areas, by
providing a framework in which designers are able to reason
about the use the various technologies, in isolation and in com-
bination. We are thus not primarily interested in developing
new DRM techniques, or new cryptographic techniques; we
are interested in abstracting from the techniques, focusing on
the essential aspects.

Gunter et al. [8] characterise a license by a trace generated
from a simple language. Checking that an action conforms to
a particular license means checking whether the action occurs
in the trace. Pucella and Weissman [12] cast Gunter et al’s
work in a modal logic framework. Further survey of other
related work can be found in Appendix A.

2 Our Approach

We begin the description of our approach with an example of
the power we expect of LicenseScript. The notation we use is
multiset rewriting (a multi set is a set in which elements are
not necessarily unique). Basically, multiset rewriting is the
notation of the coordination language Gamma [1]. In [3] we
have already employed an extension of multiset rewriting for
the specification and the verification of security protocols.

2.1 Multiset Rewriting

The core of a license consists of a multiset M and of a set of
rules R. The multiset can be regarded as the memory where
data is stored, and the rules determine the real meaning of
the license. To each EVENT (e.g. play, pay, license split)
a rule is associated. The rule determines whether the event
can take place and what the state of the multiset should be

after the event has taken place. For the sake of simplicity, we
assume here that events are atomic.

The rules we use have the form

MUTLTISET1 -> MULTISET2 | CONDITION

To illustrate (with heavily simplified examples) how power-
ful these rules are, we have to establish a minimal notation for
the multiset. Assume that lic(mus,n) is a term indicating
that the song m can be played another n times. A very simple
rule associated to the event play would be:

play: lic(mus,n) -> lic(mus,n-1) | n > 0

Let us now add a new global constant: this is the constant
that refers to the environment containing the license (e.g. the
appliance where the music is stored). In particular this.date
is the current date, this.signature is the signature of the
device. We can then extend the play rule with a deadline:

play: lic(mus,n), expires(time)

-> lic(mus,n-1), expires(time)

| n > 0, time < this.date

We can also express the fact that a license is valid only for
the appliance where it was initiated on. This is done by the
following two rules:

init: device(x) -> device(this.signature) | x = any

play: lic(mus,n), device(x)

-> lic(mus,n-1), device(x)

| x = this.signature,

n > 0

The first rule states that initially we accept any device,
but thereafter the multiset item device(x) is replaced by
the specific multiset item device(this.signature). The sec-
ond rule states that both the item lic(mus,n) and the item
device(x) must be present in the multiset, and that the given
constraint condition must be satisfied.

The following license allows playing a song only once in 24
hours (assuming that this.date is expressed in seconds):

play: lic(mus,n), last_play(t)

-> lic(mus,n-1), last_play(this.date)

| this.date > t + 24*3600,

n > 0

A license can be split, so that a sub-license can eventually be
moved to another authorized domain. The basic mechanism
is the following:

split: lic(mus,n), expires(time)

-> lic(mus,n1), expires(time),

lic(mus,n2), expires(time)

| n1 > 0, n2 > 0, n1 + n2 = n

The idea is that the multiset of a license can be split any
time, to form two or more sub-licenses.

The following two rules allow the owner of a (high quality)
license to give away - once a day - a license for listening once
the same song, but at a lower quality level (for instance, for
publicity reasons):



split: lic(mus,n), expires(time),

last_splitting(time)

-> lic(mus,n), expires(time),

lic(lower_quality(mus),1),

last_splitting(this.date)

| n > 0,

time < this.date - 24*3600

In the same way, one can define payment events. In the
Gamma notation it is easy to model the payment methods
upfront, flatrate and peruse employed by Gunter et al.
[8]. In fact, it should be straightforward to demonstrate the
paradigm presented here is strictly more expressive than the
language DigitalRights of Gunter et al.

2.1.1 Authorized Domains
Authorised domain (AD), as described by van den Heuvel
et al. in [16] can be implemented in a straightforward
way within this framework. For instance, to represent a
license that is bound to a domain, one could use the to-
ken lic(mus,domain). The registration of a device within
a given domain could simply take place by adding the to-
ken belongs_to(domain_signature,expiration_time) to
the multiset. This addition must be carried out by the AD
Device Manager (ADDM), as defined in [16]. For extra se-
curity, domain_signature can be a cryptographic key that
binds domain to the signature of the device this.signature.
A rule that allows playing a license only if the device belongs
to the correct domain could be the following:

play: lic(mus,domain),

belongs_to(domain_signature,expiration_time)

-> lic(mus,domain),

belongs_to(domain_signature,expiration_time)

| expiration_time < this.date,

check_signature(domain,

domain_signature,

this.signature)

By default, a device can belong to multiple au-
thorised domains. This can be implemented by al-
lowing in the multiset multiple tokens of the form
belongs_to(domain_signature,expiration_time).

2.1.2 Correctness of Transformation
Of course, it is of foremost importance that the system is
sound, i.e. that the various transformation operations cannot
be combined in such a way that one could for instance listen
to a song without having an appropriate license for it.

When looked at from the foundational viewpoint, the ex-
amples above suggest a framework for the transformation of a
concurrent paradigm (in particular, Gamma). By providing a
semantics to the paradigm, for instance in terms of the possi-
ble traces of actions (play, upgrade, etc) that can take place,
we can address the problem of the soundness of the system
by reducing it to the problem of the correctness of the trans-
formation system with respect to the chosen semantics, which
is a problem that readily leverages the results of Etalle et al.
[5, 4, 6].

2.2 Verification
In the framework depicted above, there are two aspects that
require the development and use of verification tools. In the
first place, the Information Monitors should be provided with
tools that enable them to verify the integrity of the licenses

and that allow them to trace back the fraud sources. Secondly,
experience shows that when one employs cryptographic means
(which in this context will be absolutely necessary for the com-
munication between the different devices and for checking the
integrity of the system) subtle mistakes can allow ingenious
attacks (e.g. ‘man-in-the-middle’), that for instance can allow
a malicious intruder to gather information he is not allowed
to have.

We call the first aspect ‘monitoring’ and the second ‘model
checking’. We now outline them separately.

2.2.1 Monitoring
Basically, Information Monitors have to be able to check the
INTEGRITY of the licenses. There are two sides of this prob-
lem that we will call respectively LOCAL and GLOBAL in-
tegrity. By LOCAL INTEGRITY we indicate the fact that
one should be able to verify whether a license (in isolation)
is a legal one, that is, whether it was issued by a legitimate
entity and whether it has been tampered with. As soon as
we allow algebraic operations on licenses, this task becomes
non-trivial, as a license can change in time. Basically, we need
a system that uses digital signatures and that records at least
part of the ‘history’ of a license, so that its lawful origin can
be verified. Here, it is of crucial importance that the system is
simple and scalable: the simpler licenses (e.g., those for music
to be played on Consumer Electronics devices) have to be of
manageable size.

On the other hand, by GLOBAL INTEGRITY we indicate
the fact that the Information Monitors should be able to verify
whether a GROUP of licenses is legal or not. Consider the case
in which a license L has been illegally duplicated (for instance,
by tampering with the medium that carries L). Assume also
that L is subsequently split in two sublicenses L1 and L2.
After the splitting, neither the license L nor its copy should
be used any longer. If by monitoring we find that both L
(or its copy) and L1 are being used then the monitor should
be able (a) to verify that an illegal situation has indeed been
detected and possibly (b) to identify what is the source of
the unlawful situation, that is, find out at which point of the
evolution of the license the fraud was carried out.

2.2.2 Model Checking
Cryptographic protocols are the essential means for the ex-
change of confidential information and for authentication, and
will necessarily form a structural part in the mechanism for
license deployment.

Therefore, the correctness of the employed protocols will be
crucial for guaranteeing that no hostile intruder will be able to
get hold of secret information (e.g. a private key) or to force
unjust authentication. Unfortunately, the design of crypto-
graphic protocols is a well-known error-prone process. A great
deal of published protocols has later been shown to contain
error prejudicing their safety. In various cases such flaws were
found years after the proposal of a protocol, demonstrating
how subtle such errors can be. To cope with this problem, in
recent years various protocol verifiers have been devised and
deployed. In [2] we have developed a state-of-the-art system
for the verification of two-party security protocols (at the mo-
ment the system of [2] is most likely by far the fastest of its
kind of verifiers).

As we said, for the delivery of licenses we will have to de-
velop new multi-party cryptographic protocols. To be sure of
their correct working, these protocols will have to be verified



formally, and for this we need to extend in a non-trivial way
the system of [2]. In particular, we have to cover the follow-
ing two aspects. First, non-repudiation, i.e. the ability to
demonstrate that a certain actor has committed to a certain
action (e.g. to a payment). To capture non-repudiation we
have to extend the tool we have with a game-based seman-
tics, as shown in [9]. Secondly, we have to consider multi-part
communication. In a context in which licenses can be split
and recombined together, we cannot think of protocols as be-
ing carried out just by two honest principals and an intruder:
the increased number of principals can allow for more com-
plex attacks, in which different principals collude to subvert
the orderly procedure of the protocol.

Summarising, the basic concepts of LicenseScript are clearly
relevant and permit powerful specifications to be made. The
theoretical underpinning in the form of linear logic, game se-
mantics and cryptography is also well established. The major
challenges lay in the integration of theses theories into a well-
founded and practical tool.

3 Discussion

In this section, we look at the applicability of LicenseScript
in DRM and WSNs. However due to space limitation, we can
only afford to paint a rough picture of what intend to achieve.

3.1 LicenseScript and DRM

LicenseScript is closely related to DRM because the license
(carrying rights and rules of using the content) is a main part
of a DRM system. Up to this moment, a DRM development
process is no different from any other system development pro-
cess: establishing the requirements, planning and designing
the system architecture, implementing and testing the pro-
totypes of the system, and finally introducing the system to
the market (and updating the system). Testing normally is
a painful and costly task. By using LicenseScript, which is
able to provide rich semantics and affordance for verification,
in DRM system development, the pain can be alleviated.

There is currently a wide variety of business models in DRM
[13], such as subscription-based DRM, music and movie pre-
view, free trial of usage etc. LicenseScript can facilitate the
development of DRM systems that support these different
business models. In other words, LicenseScript is a tool for
developing reliable and flexible DRM systems.

Several digital rights languages have been proposed lately,
such as XrML (http://www.xrml.org), ODRL (http://
odrl.net) and MPEG-7 (http://mpeg.telecomitalialab.
com). They provide a rich syntax and structure that allows
Rights Holders to specify fine-grained control over contents.
The aforementioned languages are able to express different
kinds of rights and a myriad of terms and conditions, but they
do not have precise formal semantics – their interpretation re-
lies solely on human intuition of the syntactic features. Addi-
tionally, digital licenses described using these rights languages
tend to become syntactically complicated and complex when
more entities, rights, and rules governing the usage of the con-
tents are involved. LicenseScript is meant to be a simple and
elegant language, that does not impose such disadvantages.

3.2 LicenseScript and WSNs

In the EYES project (http://eyes.eu.org), we are devel-
oping self-organizing and collaborative energy-efficient sensor
networks. As sensors operate unattended and the communi-

cation transmissions occur in an open medium, the system is
susceptible to physical attacks and network attacks. In [10],
we reason that although a fundamental mechanism, cryptog-
raphy is not enough for combating unscrupulous nodes (i.e.
malicious nodes that contain legitimate cryptographic key ma-
terial) and the malevolent army of colluding nodes. As a rem-
edy, Marti et al. [11] propose monitoring the transmission of
neighbouring nodes, on the network routing level. [17] pro-
pose running intrusion detection agents on every node. We
like to generalize the above ideas into a unified framework of
intrusion detection. For this purpose, it is necessary to com-
pile a list of rules against which to check for anomaly. For
example, from a data-centric point of view, a node should be
suspected when it: (1) suddenly requests information that has
never been requested before by anybody, or (2) suddenly re-
quests information that itself has never requested before, or
(3) requests information in an untypical order, or (4) requests
information that it itself is supposed to supply, or (5) requests
information that does not exist, or (6) requests information
without proper clearance, or (7) requests information excep-
tionally frequently, and so on. The list would not seem to end,
because what is anomalous depends on the definition of what
is normal, which is different from application to application –
the list is application-specific.

For this application-specificity, WSNs need some sort of
mechanism for specifying the rights, restrictions, and level of
clearance of each node, for each application. In other words,
each node needs a “license” to execute certain functions. To
enforce these licenses, a Supervisor is needed to make sure
each node complies by the rules set out in their license, and
that the violators be punished. This is where LicenseScript
comes in. If policy is an analogy of “access control” [15, 14],
then license is an analogy of “capabilities”. Examples:

• A resource usage license dictates the amount and types
of resources that are eligible for the license holder.

• A private data license dictates the scope of that private
data that are entitled to the license holder.

• A pattern generation license dictates the rights of the
holder to be immuned from detection, for generating par-
ticular intrusion patterns.

These different types of license can in fact be combined into
one generic license, for simplicity and efficiency. License
should be able to revoked. In other words, like real-world
licenses, they are time-limited. All of these requirements will
affect the design of LicenseScript.

4 Conclusion and Future Work
As a conclusion, we have outlined the rationale, concepts and
philosophy behind LicenseScript. At the same time speculat-
ing the potential applications of LicenseScript, we take into
consideration the particular requirements of DRM and WSNs.
However between over-ambitiousness and simplicity, we will
strive to make LicenseScript as simple, practical and useful as
possible.

Our LicenseScript licenses can be likened to proofs that
the executing code complies with the safety policy of the
system, similar to the safety proofs in the context of
Proof-Carrying Code (PCC) (http://www.cs.princeton.
edu/sip/projects/pcc/). Therefore in stock is our plan to
investigate further applications of LicenseScript in distributed
programming languages.

http://www.xrml.org
http://odrl.net
http://odrl.net
http://mpeg.telecomitalialab.com
http://mpeg.telecomitalialab.com
http://eyes.eu.org
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/sip/projects/pcc/
http://www.cs.princeton.edu/sip/projects/pcc/
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